
Dallas Investments LTD 

Kalisimbi Mountain Coffee 

SCORE: 87.7 

FARMER/REP: BITWAYIKI NEPO 

ALTITUDE: 1850-2000 METERS ABOVE SEA LEVEL 

COUNTRY: RWANDA  

YEAR: 2018  

CITY: GICUMBI  

REGION: EASTERN PROVINCE  

MONTH: MAY  

PROCESSIONG SYSTEM: Fully washed with spring water, hand stored & sun 

dried on drying beds. 

VARIETY: Arabic Coffee  

LOT SIZE (lbs): 1500 parchment  

KILOS 1500 KGS 

FARM STORY: 

Vision 

To not only grow as a company but as a community. Whatever benefits we may reap 

must be reflected in our community as well.  

Mission 

The company is to increase its efficiency and effectiveness by producing high quality 

coffee and making use of all byproducts.  

Profile  

I started my business in 1995 after the Genocide in Rwandan against the Tutsi in 

1994. As a young mother of three with little business knowledge, returning from 

Exile, I needed to find a source of income that would help me provide for my family 

and have flexible work schedules so that I could raise my children as well. After 



months of research God sent me a friend who introduced me to coffee industry and 

so I started my coffee business as a middleman, purchasing parchment coffee from 

farmers using buyer’s money and selling them at agreed difference. Later on I 

returned to school and got my undergraduate degree in Finance and an MBA degree 

from the University of Maastricht to equip myself and to be a better and capable 

business woman.  

Around the year 2000 Rwanda changed the policies for the coffee industry and 

started introducing production of fully washed specialty coffee. So In 2008 I built 

my first washing station and started producing fully washed specialty coffee. 

As my business expanded and grew, I started purchasing coffee from individual 

farmers and cooperatives. And realized that Kalisimbi coffee could contribute to the 

social economical development of the communities. Having been a struggling 

mother myself, this was an opportunity to share with my sisters in coffee what I 

have learnt over the years. I resolved to always hire women and give them a chance 

to provide for their families, and always take the time to train them on how to treat 

coffee properly. Furthermore I help them improve the quality of their lives by 

teaching them simple life changing practices of hygiene, the value of education,  

empowering them and encouraging them to have big dreams and work towards 

them. Furthermore Kalisimbi mountain coffee advocates for women’s rights, lobbies 

for financial support to support the projects of different cooperatives.  

 Kalisimbi coffee provides finances for buying seeds for their food crops 

 Kalisimbi mountain coffee buys health insurance for the farmers I work with. 

Today, in my business 90% of the employees are women. It was easy for me to 

incorporate this plan in my business because, Rwandan women are very hard 

working people determined to transform the economical, social and spiritual affairs 

of their families. Today Rwanda is among the leading countries gender equality. Our 

leadership has the maximum will to promote women’s welfare. Women right from 

the grass root currently know their capacities and their rights. Which makes it easy 

for me to do my part. 

Kalisimbi mountain coffee washing station in the North of Rwanda is excited to have 

come in twelfth place in the Cup of excellence international competition. This 

victory has motivated us continue working hard an do more to increase the quality 

and quantity if our coffee. 



  

Coffee Farmers 

Coffee Cherries  



 

 

 

 



  

 

A picture taken after a training with a women’s cooperative 


